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Abstract: 
Rooted in the long tradition of Raman spectroscopy of cultural heritage materials, in 
this work we provide a personal perspective on recent applications and new frontiers 
in sampling modalities, data processing, and instrumentation. 
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1. Introduction 
 Thirty years after its first application to the study of artworks [151], Raman 
spectroscopy today is an established tool for the molecular investigation of cultural 
heritage materials. Its characteristics of high spatial resolution (typically ranging 
between 1 and 10 μm), both in terms of lateral resolution and depth profiling (with 
confocal instruments), molecular specificity (buttressed by the availability of ad-hoc 
built databases), non-destructivity, coupled with the ability to conduct in situ analysis, 
and extreme versatility in terms of the areas of applications (spanning minerals, 
gems, organic and inorganic pigments and their degradation products, binding 
media, varnishes, plastics, glass, ceramics, and conservation treatments), make 
Raman spectroscopy a versatile and quasi-indispensable tool in the arsenal of 
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cultural heritage scientists. Modern, efficient detectors allow operations at very low 
laser powers, reducing the risk of charring or otherwise altering the sample during 
analysis, while the availability of several different types of instruments (including 
Fourier-transform Raman spectrometers and dispersive Raman microscopes 
equipped with confocal holes), and the rise of surface-enhanced Raman 
spectroscopy (SERS) have been instrumental in quenching or altogether avoiding the 
overwhelming phenomenon of fluorescence, which plagues Raman applications to 
the hierarchically complex, often organic/inorganic and aged materials that 
characterise works of art and archaeological artifacts. 
 Rooted in the long tradition of Raman spectroscopy of cultural heritage materials, 
in this work we provide a personal perspective on recent applications and new 
frontiers in sampling modalities, data processing, and instrumentation. 
 
 
2. Recent developments in instrumentation and sampl ing modalities 
 2.1. Instrumentation 
 Since its experimental discovery [254], the instruments used to record Raman 
scattering radiation have witnessed numerous revolutions. These technical evolutions 
concern excitation sources, the interface with the sample, the scattered radiation 
analysis, signal recording, and the automated management of analysis or spectral 
handling. During these evolutions, Raman spectroscopy has broadened its areas of 
applications, from fundamental physics and chemistry to all fields of analytical 
chemistry, gaining particular relevance for the study of the cultural heritage, as 
illustrated in this article. 
 
  2.1.1. Laser sources 
 Light sources for the Raman effect initiate with the sun (the original experiment of 
C.V. Raman), followed by energy lines emitted from mercury and other lamps, and 
then, since the 1960s, produced by lasers and all their evolutions. When introduced, 
lasers offered the promise of intense excitation [173], effectively counterbalancing the 
weakness of the Raman scattering effect. Since the 1990s, the introduction of solid 
laser sources (and the ensuing diversification of available lines) was one of the 
parameters allowing the reduction in size of Raman devices and the lowering of the 
barriers of the required technical environment for their operation (initially involving 
high-power electrical supplies, water-cooling systems and other demanding 
infrastructure requirements). 
 The most popular kinds of gas lasers are mixed helium-neon, argon, krypton and 
mixed argon-krypton. For helium-neon lasers, no high current or large external 
cooling are needed to produce sufficient power with their main emission in the red at 
632.8 nm (value often rounded to 633). With its reduced size and long service life, it 
was a popular technical choice before the introduction of solid-state lasers. Argon 
lasers’ (Ar+) most widely used line is the green at 514.5 nm (often rounded to 514). 
Such a laser is able to produce intense emissions, but requires a high-voltage input 
and an efficient external cooling system by water circulation. With the low excitation 
power needed for many studies of cultural heritage samples and objects, nowadays 
“miniaturised” argon lasers are available with air cooling and a standard power 
supply. The interest of such gas lasers is the ability to tune the emission wavelength, 
and select different emissions, which for argon, in addition to the line at 514 nm, are 
in the blue range at 457.9 and 488 nm. With sufficiently powerful models, an 
additional line in the near-ultra-violet (UV) at 363.8 nm can also be used. Tunable 
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lasers may be appealing for Raman spectroscopy, but with a lifetime of around 
10,000 h and rather high costs, these systems are not fully competitive with solid-
state sources, and the manufacturers are therefore dropping this technology. For gas 
lasers emitting in the blue, which are more rarely used in Raman applications for the 
cultural heritage, a specific type is the helium-cadmium (HeCd) laser, with lines at 
325 and 441.6 nm. Finally, a gas laser based on krypton is known for its deep blue 
lines at 406.7 and 413.1 nm, and a red one at 647.1 nm, whereas mixed argon-
krypton lasers combine the blue and green lines with this additional red one. 
 For solid-state lasers, the most common types are based on Nd:YAG diodes 
(neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet). The main emission of such lasers is at 
1064 nm, the near-IR (IR) excitation used in Fourier-transform (FT) Raman 
instrumentation since the 1980s. In the 1990s, frequency-doubled Nd:YAG were 
introduced, with a green emission at 532 nm that is competitive with the Ar+ lasers 
emitting at 514 nm, thanks to their small size, long lifetime, and stability, becoming 
the most popular green line in Raman spectroscopy. It should also be noted that 
other multiplying devices or emission lines of Nd:YAG diodes are used (see below), 
as, for example, the line obtained by the frequency quadrupling of their main 
emission, which occurs in the UV range at 266 nm. 
 The next generation of solid-state lasers used in Raman spectroscopy emit in the 
beginning of the near-IR range at around 785 nm, as is the case, for example, with 
gallium, aluminum, and arsenic (GaAlAs) diodes. With their affordable cost, these 
lasers have become very popular, also because their near-IR excitation can avoid the 
fluorescence of various samples from works of art and archaeology, especially 
organic materials. However, because of the rapid decline of CCD detector efficiency 
in the IR range above about 950 nm (which corresponds to a Raman shift of 
approximately 2220 cm-1 from 785 nm), no significant Raman signal can be recorded 
beyond about 2000 cm-1. This can constitute a serious limitation when studying C–H 
or O–H stretching vibrations of specific samples; for example, the C≡N stretching of 
Prussian blue (ferric ferrocyanide) occurring at 2102 and 2154 cm-1 would be out of 
range. Such laser diodes are also quite sensitive to temperature variations that may 
induce deviations of the emission wavelength; thus, a good thermal control is 
required for Raman applications. However, on the other hand, this specificity can be 
used for fluorescence removal (see Sect. 3.1). Solid-state lasers are currently 
regularly evolving as other diodes appear on the market, such as the GaAs diode 
with emission in the near-IR, around 830 nm. 
 For a long time, there was a lack of solid-state lasers emitting in the blue. One of 
the first examples to be offered on the market was a laser emitting at 473 nm based 
on the frequency-doubling of a secondary emission at 946 nm of the Nd:YAG diode. 
Nowadays, manufacturers develop lasers for producing other wavelengths, such as, 
for example, at 405, 443, 488 nm. In the near future, such lasers will likely effectively 
replace argon or krypton gas lasers, even if they are not commonly proposed by 
Raman manufacturers, who still prefer systems based on green and red lines. Rather 
than having one gas laser emitting several wavelengths, several solid-state lasers will 
be used. Purchase costs (constantly reducing) and their long lifetime will make such 
configurations competitive. 
 
  2.1.2. Interface with the sample 
 The tectonic shift concerning the interface with the sample took place in the 
1970s with the introduction of the Raman micro-probe through coupling with a 
microscope [114, 115, 267]. This technical advancement allowed the reaching of 
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several milestones: (1) it enabled micro-analysis (and, subsequently, imaging), (2) it 
allowed the focusing of the excitation power (thus cutting out the need for powerful 
lasers), and (3) it led to significant improvements in the collection of Raman 
scattering thanks to the high numeric aperture of microscope objectives. Using 
microscope objectives, analysis at the micron scale can be easily achieved, a very 
interesting possibility for studying ancient samples, which are typically highly 
heterogeneous. In addition, coupled with a motorised microscope stage and a 
computer control, these systems allow Raman mapping and imaging. 
 Several different optics are available with various magnifications (from ×5 to 
×200), different working distances (for example, ranging from 0.38 mm to about 
20 mm for a ×50 objective) and thus several numerical apertures and specific 
wavelength working ranges (visible, IR or UV). However, the quality of the optics, as 
well as customised characteristics (very long working distance, high numeric 
aperture, special optics tailored to the red or blue range, etc.) greatly increase the 
price of the objectives, while multiplying the options installed on a single 
spectrometer requires a justified use for each of their characteristics. In any case, 
adapting the optics for a specific experiment may ultimately be the key to reaching 
the required spatial resolution, or earning the few percent of signal that will allow 
detection of the analyte in extreme conditions, these and others being challenges 
that are common when studying cultural heritage objects. 
 
  2.1.3. Signal analysis and recording 
 The Raman light is generally analysed by dispersive spectroscopy, initially with 
prisms, and, since the 1950s, with gratings. In parallel to similar developments in IR 
spectroscopy, the introduction of computers in the 1980s for FT calculations allowed 
the use of an interferometer for analysing the light, and then, in association with 
Rayleigh rejection, the introduction of FT-Raman. However, because of the lack of 
spectral resolution for “short” wavelengths, the use of this setup is restricted to 
excitation in the IR range, such as for the 1064 nm emission of the Nd:YAG laser. 
Using an interferometer also resolves the problem of an efficient IR detection by 
allowing the use of a single channel detector with high efficiency in the IR region 
(such as ultrapure germanium crystals), circumventing the drop-off in sensitivity of 
multichannel Si-based CCD in the IR region. 
 Signal recording followed the technical evolutions of light detection. It started with 
photographic plates at its origin, followed by the introduction of photoelectric 
photomultipliers in the 1950s, which implied single channel spectrum recording (i.e. 
one acquisition for each point of the spectrum). Finally, CCD solid-state detectors in 
the 1980s have dramatically reduced the counting time, first because of their 
efficiency but also because of the possibility of multichannel detection. All the further 
improvements in CCD efficiency have regularly contributed to increasing the 
detection sensitivity of Raman spectroscopy. On the other hand, the possibility of 
obtaining an acceptable detector noise with thermoelectrical cooling by the Peltier 
effect (typically at -70 or -50 °C), without nitrogen cooling, has allowed a significant 
reduction in the system volume and its technical requirements. 
 Competing with FT-Raman systems, some dispersive systems with a 1064 nm 
excitation are currently being proposed thanks to the recent availability of more 
efficient multichannel detectors in the IR, such as multi-element InGaS. These 
developments are actually driving the miniaturisation of Raman spectrometers using 
an IR excitation, so that portable dispersive Raman systems with 1064 nm excitation 
are now commercially available. 
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 The massive increase of system luminosity with the introduction of filter-based 
spectrometers in the 1990s (see below) and the availability of optic fibres has 
ushered in the advent of modular systems. On the one hand, the light can be 
transmitted without relying solely on mirrors, thus allowing the system to be 
subdivided into various elements linked by fibre optics, and, as a consequence, 
reducing the need for a whole “rigid” device and internal optical alignments. On the 
other hand, it has allowed moving beyond the confines of the benchtop microscope 
environment by using “optic probes” for interfacing the sample and the spectrometer 
with fibre optics. Such probes can then be brought directly to the sample or artifact 
without the need for the latter to be adapted to the microscope environment, allowing 
highly adaptable in situ measurements, especially interesting for cultural heritage 
applications. 
 According to the type of Raman devices used, the fibre optic probe is either an 
accessory with a specific exit different from the microscope in a benchtop instrument 
or the main entrance in the spectrometer, for example in the case of portable 
instruments. Each system has its own advantages according to the applications and 
requirements. It should be noted though that fibre optic connectors always introduce 
a signal loss slightly higher than a simple mirror, and applications to cultural heritage 
remain somehow limited to strictly in situ measurements when no other option is 
possible, while the best quality spectra are routinely obtained on benchtop Raman 
microscopes. 
 
  2.1.4. Rayleigh filtering 
 Another key point in the functioning of a Raman spectrometer is the rejection of 
the Rayleigh line. This was initially done by creating an optical pathway through 
grating(s) and slit(s). Such systems had the advantage of working with different 
excitation wavelengths, accessing low frequencies close to the Rayleigh (for triple- 
and even higher-order of dispersion in the spectrometer) and offering high spectral 
resolution. However, they had limited “luminosity” (i.e. the part of the Raman signal 
from the sample which reaches the detector) and could not be miniaturised. 
 At the end of the 1990s, the introduction of systems based on holographic filters 
[54, 180] constituted the latest major advance in instrumentation. The huge increase 
in luminosity allowed drastically reducing the counting time (thus allowing the 
development of imaging) or the laser power required at the sample (thus minimizing 
the risk of sample damage). This last parameter is the key point to unlocking the 
study of samples sensitive to photo-degradation by Raman spectroscopy. This is 
especially significant for studies in the field of the cultural heritage. 
 The first generation of holographic Bragg diffraction filters are “Notch” filters 
made of organic multilayers of gelatin. The classic ones offer a cut-off around 
120 cm-1, the detection of Stokes and anti-Stokes bands, and linear transmission, but 
suffer from a limited lifetime (of about 4 years) because of their sensitivity to humidity 
and photo-ageing. With time, the transmission of Notch filters is reduced and the cut-
off increases to reach about 160 cm-1 after 2 years. When the cutoff filter capacity 
degrades to about 200 cm-1, its replacement is mandatory for many applications 
because informative Raman bands from various compounds (minerals, pigments and 
corrosion products such as many oxides and sulfides) can be missed. 
 Second-generation filters, appearing commercially around 2005, are “Edge” 
filters made of a dielectric multilayer. When introduced, they solved the problem of 
durability; because such materials are stable with time, with a cut-off at around 
80 cm-1. Only the Stokes part of the spectra can be recorded, which is definitely not a 
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problem for cultural heritage applications, but their main drawback is a non-linear 
transmission. This could be especially problematic in the field of cultural heritage as 
significant fluorescence is commonly present in many samples. The non-linear 
transmission, coupled with sample fluorescence, has the effect of creating “ripples” in 
the spectrum, which can hamper baseline removal of the fluorescence signal. 
However, these transmission characteristics can be corrected (see Sect. 3.2). 
 The last generation of filters appeared at the beginning of the 2010s. These ultra-
narrow band filters are volume holographic Bragg gratings in photosensitive glass 
(with various commercial names such as “BragGrate™” and “SureBlock™”). Beyond 
their stability with time and their linear transmission, they offer a very low cut-off down 
to 10 cm-1. Of course, to reach such low frequencies, a narrow laser line is required, 
as well as a spectrometer design that is highly dispersive and selective to remove the 
Rayleigh line. In the field of cultural heritage, as well as obtaining a linear 
transmission, such filters can offer the recording of Raman bands below 100 cm-1 
which is crucial for studying some kinds of materials (such as those involving heavy 
metal oxides and sulfides) or recording other specific spectral features such as 
the Boson peak in glass. The only limitation of all holographic filters is the need of a 
specific filter for each excitation wavelength, but the development of filters is in 
parallel to the one of solid-state laser sources that deliver only one wavelength and 
the specialisation of devices which are devoted to one (or a limited number, i.e. two 
or three) configuration(s). In more general terms, the last decade has seen Raman 
devices move from laboratory multi-purpose, fully adjustable systems to dedicated 
systems specialised and optimised for specific performance and applications. 
 In the area of cultural heritage research, the introduction of high luminosity 
systems in the 2000s (in parallel to spectrometer cost reduction and their simplified 
use) has spurred the widespread use of Raman spectroscopy. 
 
 2.2. Approaches to sampling 
 Since the early 1980s [151], the Raman microprobe has been rapidly adopted as 
the methodological approach of choice for the analysis of art and archaeological 
samples, and for in situ applications for the timely analysis of objects that could fit 
under the Raman microscope in its various configurations (Fig. 1). In this section, we 
will review the most recent and notable advances in the applications of Raman 
spectroscopy to the investigation of the cultural heritage. 
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Figure 1: Charles Osborne, Tiffany and Company, Coffee Pot, 1880-1890 (The Art 
Institute of Chicago, 1978.142). This silver coffee pot with inlaid pearls, and ivory 
insulators has a gemstone finial. Because archival records show that other similar objects 
by Osborne for Tiffany used nephrite, in situ Raman analysis was performed with 532-nm 
excitation. Analysis identified chalcedony (the peaks for quartz at 126, 207 and 463 cm-1 
are most evident; the peak at 503 cm-1 can be attributed to moganite, which has been 
commonly found in many varieties of microcrystalline quartz) (Kingma and Hemley [172]) 

 
 
  2.2.1. Portable instruments 
 Raman spectroscopy in the cultural heritage field is increasingly valued for its 
portability, allowing the performing of in situ analysis, not only in museum galleries 
and storage facilities but also on archaeological sites including outdoors in 
applications such as the analysis of mural or cave paintings. New developments and 
improvements of the analytical setups as discussed in the previous sections have 
made it possible to overcome the geometrical constraints of benchtop instruments. 
Many reviews and research papers have extensively described and compared 
portable Raman spectrometers for cultural heritage analysis [85, 176, 294-296, 299, 
301]. Colomban [85] traces the history of portable Raman instruments and provides a 
bibliographical review of the published papers on mobile/on-site Raman in the 
cultural heritage field, with more than 15 papers in each of 2010 and 2011. 
Vandenabeele et al. [295] make the distinction between transportable, mobile, 
portable, handheld, and palm instruments and give, for each, a brief definition of their 
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uses. Detailed comparisons of various portable instruments are available [162, 163, 
299], and specific requirements for an archaeometric use of Raman spectroscopy are 
discussed. These characteristics are either instrument-related, as, for example, 
tunability of the laser power, the speed of analysis, the analysed spot size, the 
spectral range (with requirements depending on the probed material) or linked to the 
whole setup, like the total weight of the instrument, the ease of positioning, the use of 
a camera, the need to work in a dark environment, and many other characteristics. 
Lauwers et al. [176] contributed a study on the evaluation of these characteristics for 
various portable instruments. Although the requirements cannot all be met, the 
choice of a portable Raman spectrometer relies on a compromise between the 
available features and the real needs of the project at hand. For example, organic 
substances can now be analysed in situ, as dispersive devices with near-IR 
excitation are available at 785 and 1064 nm; notable applications include the study of 
treatments with synthetic materials on the façades of historic monuments [100] and 
on organic minerals [162, 163], but also in the field of forensics, with 1064 nm 
excitation [301]. 
 Portable Raman may also be combined with other laser-based techniques such 
as laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) or laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) 
[218] within the same instrument. The combination with LIBS requires a pulsed laser 
and thus the use of time-resolved Raman spectroscopy. The laser, grating, and CCD 
detector are common for both techniques, and movable filters can be added 
depending on the technique, with lower laser powers employed for Raman analyses. 
Such compact instruments have been used for the characterisation of minerals [280] 
and also of works of arts with applications in the analysis of pigments and binding 
media [224]. 
 
  2.2.2. Mapping and wide-field Raman spectroscopy 
 Raman mapping using a conventional motorised stage is used in the cultural 
heritage field on micro-samples and cross-sections of samples such as paint layers 
(in favourable cases where fluorescence is not a complete impediment to analysis) 
[94, 153, 287], calcium oxalates layers deposited on the surfaces of monuments as 
deterioration products or as intentional mineral consolidation treatments [92, 93], iron 
corrosion layers [210], and other corrosion products of archaeological metal objects 
[18] or porcelain cards [116]. When it comes to in situ analyses, unless the object fits 
under the microscope and can be securely held on the motorised stage, which is not 
often the case, different approaches must be considered. Ropret et al. [266] 
proposed three analytical modes using a set of scanning mirrors placed at the 
horizontal exit of a benchtop Raman spectrometer that allow the laser to be moved in 
two dimensions instead of moving the work of art. The first mode is a step-by-step 
mode, very similar to conventional mapping, but with the laser moving instead of the 
objects. A spectrum is recorded at every step. The second mode is an averaging 
mode, where the mirrors oscillate to generate a macro-spot and, depending on the 
speed of the oscillations and on the objective, the beam size can be tuned. One 
average spectrum is recorded for the whole surface illuminated by the macro-spot. 
The third mode is the macro-mapping mode, combining the average mode and the 
use of the XY motorised stage. Average spectra are acquired at different positions of 
the moving stage, leading to a rapid scan of a large probed area. The macro-mode 
can be assimilated to wide-field Raman spectroscopy mapping, where the sample or 
object is still and images are captured in two dimensions at selected wavenumbers 
[274]. In other words, a band of interest is chosen thanks to a specific filter, and an 
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image is recorded on the illuminated area using the two dimensions of the CCD 
detector. The filter must thus be chosen according to the excitation wavelength and 
the spectral region of interest of the probed material. The filters used are dielectric 
band pass filters that cover large energy ranges and can be tuned to select specific 
bands. The size of the imaged area can be changed by using different objective 
magnifications and by defocusing the laser. This kind of analysis can be useful in the 
art and archaeology field but it requires a pre-conceived idea of the probed materials 
in order to choose the filter accordingly. More realistically, wide-field Raman mapping 
could be used as a second-step technique for studying spatial organisation and 
composition at the macro- and mesoscale, after punctual analyses for material 
characterisation at the microscale. Brambilla et al. [30] have developed a 
transportable setup working with a 6-cm-diameter mapping surface at a distance of 
20 cm from the work of art, making the system suitable for the analysis of three-
dimensional objects or objects characterised by uneven surfaces such as paintings. 
In their instrument, a set of scanning mirrors enables the laser to move on the object 
surface and permits the acquisition of raster scans of a quite large area. This 
prototype, compared to the setup presented by Ropret et al. [266], enables in situ 
mapping of objects. 
 The difference of these setups with respect to conventional mapping on cross- 
sections is that, while large areas can be scanned, here only the surface of the 
sample or object is probed, while on cross-sections the layering of the sample is 
studied in depth. However, the confocality of Raman spectroscopy is preserved with 
the scanning mirrors setup, allowing, theoretically, the implementation of spatially 
offset Raman spectroscopy. 
 
  2.2.3. Spatially Offset Raman Spectroscopy (SORS)  
 Spatially offset Raman spectroscopy (SORS) has come to the fore in recent 
years as a powerful analytical tool to interrogate the chemical composition of sub-
surface materials that are covered by superficial, turbid layers. First demonstrated in 
2005, the principle of the method lies in collecting the Raman signal from a point in 
space that is displaced with respect to the point of excitation, either on the surface of 
the sample or deeper down on the z axis of illumination [196, 198, 199]. Subsequent 
data treatment can isolate the spectral contributions of the surface from those of the 
subsurface without requiring previous knowledge of the chemical composition of the 
top layer, leading to a powerful methodology that is of simpler implementation than 
time-gated Raman spectroscopy to achieve similar results. 
 Initially developed for industrial, forensics, defence, pharmaceutical and bio-
medical applications [42], the first demonstration for the cultural heritage used SORS 
to identify in a non-invasive way ivory specimens concealed under various layers of 
paint, varnish or other polymers, so as to assist custom protection agencies against 
illegal import of the material [154]. 
 Though powerful, the technique is not applicable if the top layer is highly 
absorbing, if it is of a metallic nature, or if it contains analytes with Raman scattering 
cross-sections that are overwhelmingly higher than the lower target layer [91, 96, 
101]. Also, if the target underlayer is fluorescent, SORS will suffer from fluorescence 
like conventional Raman microscopy. On the other hand, fluorescence of the top 
layer can be suppressed or significantly reduced by using this technique [99]. 
 In recent years, the potential of SORS for the investigation of works of art has 
been explored in depth [95-99]. Because for art applications the layers to penetrate 
are much thinner (in the micrometer-size domain) than those for industrial or 
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pharmaceutical applications (which tend to be in the millimeter-size domain), the 
method has been adapted, leading to the development of defocusing micro-SORS 
[96]. In this modality, two spatially offset measurements are collected, one at the 
surface, which is dominated by the spectral signature of the top layer, and one at a 
defocused distance obtained by lowering the sample from the microscope (i.e. at a 
lower position on the z axis with respect to the first measurement) to maximise signal 
contributions due to buried underlayers. The post-processing of the data after 
acquisition consists in a more or less sophisticated scaled subtraction of the 
spectrum obtained at point z = 0 from that obtained at point (or points) z - n (or Δz). 
An alternative sampling modality, full micro-SORS, which involves the separation of 
excitation and collection on the x/y axis at the surface of the sample (thus requiring 
custom modifications to conventional Raman microscopes) has also been proposed. 
Compared to the defocused method, where collection and excitation points are only 
offset in one direction (the z-direction), full micro-SORS has been demonstrated to 
have the highest enhancement for the signal of the buried layer, and to have larger 
penetration depths (Fig. 2) [98]. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Schematic representation of normal, confocal Raman, Defocusing micro-SORS 
and full micro-SORS measurement geometries (reproduced with permission from [200]) 

 
 
 Even if less effective, however, defocused micro-SORS remains attractive for its 
ease of implementation with conventional confocal Raman microscopes. 
Furthermore, various analytical strategies can be implemented to enhance the signal 
of buried layers in defocused micro-SORS, even in light of its lower efficiency 
compared to its fully spatially offset variant, such as longer collection times or 
increased intensity of the laser excitation. Because in essence the laser spot on the 
surface of the object is larger in the de-focused position, concerns for laser damage 
of art samples due to longer irradiation times are somehow alleviated. 
 Compared to confocal Raman spectroscopy, which was introduced to the field 
several decades ago and now comes standard with most commercial Raman 
microscopes, defocused micro-SORS can penetrate larger depths of scattering 
layers (i.e. turbid media) than confocal microscopy. This has been measured in 
specific cases to be one or two orders of magnitude higher [98, 197]. Interestingly, 
Conti et al. [97] also demonstrated the capability of the technique to non-invasively 
assess whether two distinct chemical components (i.e. two pigments) are present 
mixed in one layer or individually in two subsequent layers in a stratified layering 
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situation; the authors also demonstrate this ability to resolve mixtures through an 
additional surface turbid layer [97]. 
 Most of the recent literature detailing applications of defocused micro-SORS to 
pigmented layers of relevance to cultural heritage studies concerns itself only with 
reference materials and mock-ups; however, a first application to samples from 
polychrome terracotta and stucco sculptures from northern Italy dating to the 
fifteenth-seventeeth centuries has recently been published [95]. Ultramarine blue, 
azurite, Prussian blue, chrome yellow, red lead, vermilion, red and yellow ochres, 
lead white, gypsum, anglesite and barium sulfate are documented. This is an 
important proof-of-concept application and good quality spectra of buried layers 
(down to 600 μm deep inside the paint stratigraphy) were obtained with powers at the 
sample of approximately 10 mW and acquisition times for the defocused positions of 
100-300 s, which are about 2-6 times higher than the collection times in the focused 
position. On occasions, when three layers are present, and with the middle pigment 
being a weaker Raman scatterer than the pigments of the top and bottom layers, the 
researchers reported that the contribution of the pigment in the middle layer can 
become lost. Another limitation encountered in the analysis of actual samples is that 
they can be heavily degraded, have multiple layers or are highly inhomogeneous 
giving different results or data that are difficult to interpret depending on the location 
of the analysed spot. Extremely thin layers can also be missed. 
 Although in principle the technique can be applied in situ, effectively bypassing 
the necessity of preparing cross-sections from the samples, because of the stringent 
requirements on focusing (and defocusing) the laser light, so far it has only been 
applied to samples and specimens excised from their original artifacts and not yet for 
in situ analysis of actual works of art. Nevertheless, the technique has potential for 
applications to easel paintings or small museum objects that can be placed under a 
Raman microscope. Compared to femtosecond pump-probe microscopy, which is 
also proposed as a way to obtain virtual cross-sections of paintings, but requires 
extremely specialised laboratory equipment [300], the instrumentation for defocusing 
micro-SORS is already pretty widespread in laboratories dealing with forensics and 
art analysis. While the data interpretation requires a certain amount of sophistication, 
this approach could be of wide applicability to the community of cultural heritage 
science researchers as it does not require more sophisticated instrumentation than 
conventional confocal Raman microscopes. 
 Interestingly, the technique is now coming full circle, as micro-SORS, which was 
originally developed specifically to investigate cultural heritage materials, has recently 
been demonstrated for industrial and research applications including the analysis of 
multilayer polymer samples and cellulosic or biological materials such as seeds [99]. 
 
  2.2.4. Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS)  
 In the past 10 years, robust developments have taken place in the application of 
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) to the characterisation of molecules 
of interest to the cultural heritage field. 
 The surface-enhanced Raman effect relies on the excitation of a surface plasmon 
resonance, induced when laser light of specific wavelength hits a noble-metal 
nanostructured surface, causing the electrons in the conduction band of the metal to 
oscillate in resonance with the incident light. This resonance condition is met in the 
visible region for Au and Ag nanoparticles. If a Raman-active molecule is in the 
vicinity (a few ångströms) of the nanostructured surface, the occurrence of the 
localised surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) causes the Raman signal of the analyte 
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to be enormously intensified -with reported order of magnitudes of 108-1018 greater 
than normal Raman- even down to single molecule sensitivity [311]. In addition to this 
dominant electromagnetic effect, other chemical enhancements can occur, which are 
linked to molecular resonance within the analyte (leading to surface-enhanced 
resonance Raman scattering; SERS) as well as electron donor/acceptor (charge 
transfer) phenomena between the molecule of interest and the valence level of the 
SERS-active substrate [188, 189, 191]. 
 First described in the 1970s [142, 160], initially most efforts of the scientific 
community focused on unraveling the scientific basis for the observed phenomena. 
However, the potential of SERS for the ultrasensitive detection and molecular 
fingerprinting of analytes remained unexploited for some time, until its explosion on 
the analytical chemistry scene of the past 15 years, with thousands of articles 
describing applications in material science, biomedicine, chemistry, and numerous 
reviews [203, 279]. 
 The first application to art materials dates back to 1987, when Guineau and 
Guichard used a roughened silver electrode to identify madder on a textile sample 
[152]. However, one has to wait until 2005 to witness the portentous growth of the 
spectrum of applications in the cultural heritage, firmly establishing SERS as a robust 
tool for dye identification in the field of art analysis. 
 Although relevant for any Raman-active molecule, the most widely explored area 
of applications in cultural heritage studies has been the identification of colorants 
-primarily natural and, to a lesser extent, synthetic dyes and dyestuffs- with rare 
exceptions related to natural resins [175] and daguerreotypes [64]. The normal 
Raman technique, in fact, which is widely used for the identification of minerals, 
inorganic pigments, some organic pigments and dyes, and organometallic complexes 
[16, 24, 43, 61, 273], is plagued by fluorescence of the organic dyes themselves or of 
the paint matrix in which these weak scatterers are immersed, swamping the signal 
from the analyte (a notoriously weak phenomenon given that the Raman effect 
concerns only approximately 1 in 104 scattered photons). Thus, SERS has emerged 
as a valuable approach for the identification of colorants in art, preserving the positive 
aspects of the normal Raman technique, such as high spatial resolution and 
molecular specificity, while offering fluorescence quenching and enhanced sensitivity 
leading to significantly improved limits of detection. 
 Although to date the most comprehensive method for dyestuff identification in art 
is high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), which has the advantage of 
being a separation technique and can in favourable cases lead to the identification of 
the specific genus of plant or animal dyes [112, 309, 310], identify degradation 
products [111, 140, 141], and resolve complex mixtures of dozens of dyestuffs [239], 
SERS has emerged as a valuable alternative for severely mass-limited samples, in 
situ applications and when information on the main chromophore is sufficient (i.e. 
identification of carminic acid as opposed to determining the specific presence of 
Polish cochineal or Mexican cochineal). Although in recent years HPLC has 
significantly improved its detection limits for reduced sample sizes (of the order of 
0.5 mm of dyed fibre and a few micrograms of samples from polychrome works of 
art), SERS maintains a sample-size and sensitivity advantage; in essence, if only one 
particle of colored pigment is visible, SERS can detect its colorant. However, 
compared to HPLC, this spectroscopic technique is severely limited in its ability to 
resolve complex mixtures of colorants [248, 303]. To date, only a maximum of two 
dyestuffs have been detected in the same sample with SERS: madder and cochineal 
in red lake pigments used by painters in the Impressionist circle [247], cochineal and 
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brazilwood in textiles from the early twentieth century atelier of Mariano Fortuny 
[159], and quinacridone combined with quinacridone quinone in commercial pigments 
[192]. Alternative methodological approaches to overcome this limitation have ranged 
from the simple combination of SERS with thin-layer chromatography (TLC) plates 
[37, 53, 148, 246, 251], to advanced analytical solutions involving consecutive UV 
laser ablation, deposition on a SERS-active support covered in silver nanoisland film, 
and analysis with an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) laser system [67], and 
hyphenated techniques coupling HPLC with SERS [314]. Surprisingly, the potential of 
combining microfluidic with SERS is still mostly unexplored in this field [248]. 
 In the past 6 years, several comprehensive reviews of SERS for both art and 
forensic applications have been published [57, 148, 181, 211, 242, 248, 256, 311, 
313], and the reader should refer to these for a more in-depth treatment of the 
subject. Here, a summary will be provided of the most notable developments in terms 
of substrates, excitation, sampling modalities, and other innovations, focusing on the 
frontiers conquered as well as illustrating challenges and areas of further 
development. 
 Sustained efforts have been focused on the synthesis of robust SERS-active 
substrates, ensuring reproducibility of the results and building reliable databases for 
the most common natural and, to a limited extent, synthetic dyes with a variety of 
laser excitation sources (from the blue to the near-IR) and analytical investigation 
conditions [40, 184, 245, 303, 315]. 
 The most widely reported SERS-active substrate for art applications are silver 
colloids obtained following the method originally published by Lee and Meisel [179], 
which produces a random mixture of nanospheres and nanorods that are suitable for 
direct applications to samples from works of art with or without partial aggregation 
with potassium nitrate [50], poly(l-lysine) [277], sodium chloride [52] and perchlorate 
[40]. Modifications to this method to achieve improved performances have included 
centrifugation to create a concentrated paste, thus augmenting the number of 
nanoparticles per unit volume applied on samples varying from watercolors to textile 
fibres [35, 159]. To narrow the range of LSPR of the silver nanoparticles synthesised, 
and improve the reproducibility of the SERS spectra, glucose-assisted reduction of 
silver sulfate in the presence of sodium citrate as a capping agent in a microwave 
oven has also been proposed [181]. Other alternatives have included silver 
nanoparticles produced by laser photoreduction, either directly in situ on the sample 
under study [51, 165, 166, 257] or in solution for later use [8]. These methods are 
often proposed to overcome the spurious signal of the citrate that is used in the Lee-
Meisel synthesis to avoid the coalescence of nanoparticles. In fact, the spectrum of 
citrate can appear in the SERS spectra recorded alongside, or sometimes obscuring, 
the analyte signal due to competing adsorption processes on the surface of the silver 
nanoparticles [36, 41, 184]. The main drawbacks of in situ photoreduction though 
are, in turn, overheating of the sample and the appearance of carbonaceous bands. 
Since to be used as pigments and to dye textile fibres, most colorants need to be 
complexed to an inorganic substrate or thread through a metal ion, in order to free 
the dyestuffs of interest in these mordant dyes and lake pigments and render them 
more readily available to the SERS-active nanoparticles, several pre-treatment 
analytical steps have been proposed. By far the most amply demonstrated approach 
has been the non-extractive hydrolysis with hydrofluoric acid (HF) vapors. Initially 
proposed by Leona [181] the HF pre-treatment method is now amply validated as a 
fundamental step, especially to release colorants from their complexes with metal 
ions in lake pigments dispersed in oil binding medium [243, 247, 315]. Although 
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direct identification of colorants with colloidal pastes on samples of pastels and 
watercolors has been achieved [35-37], this HF pretreatment is the most successful 
analytical protocol to date to identify red lakes in glazes and oil paint layers in 
paintings and polychrome sculptures. Alternative pre-treatment steps with 
hydrochloric or sulfuric acid for the identification of yellow, red and blue colorants 
have also been proposed [143, 201, 221, 222], leading up to a complete flowchart 
including treatment with acids and solvents to identify blue (i.e. indigo, Prussian 
blue), and yellow organic (i.e., Reseda lake, Stil de Grain, gamboge) pigments in one 
sample [263], but these procedures appear more limited in scope. 
 Although solid state, nanofabricated substrates have been widely published and 
are frequently proposed for a variety of diverse applications [193], only a small 
number of papers have described the use of metal films over nanospheres substrates 
to analyse artistic dyes. Fabricated by drop-casting and self-assembly of 
microspheres (usually silica or polystyrene) on a glass slide, subsequently covered 
by a thin layer (approximately 200 nm) of vapor deposited Ag or Au, these substrates 
generally give high-quality spectra with higher enhancement factors than colloids 
[150], and can be tuned by appropriately choosing the size of the microspheres used 
so as to give rise to LSPRs at different wavelengths [278, 303, 304]. The major 
drawback of these systems is that the analyte needs to be brought into solution, and 
often they suffer from contamination of carbonaceous and other spurious materials 
that get preferentially adsorbed on the metallic coating of the microspheres. 
 Major efforts have recently taken place to improve the spatial resolution of SERS, 
which, when using colloids, is limited to the physical dimensions of the drop of colloid 
deposited on the sample (typically 0.5-1 mm in diameter). These have included 
innovative systems such as inkjet deposition of colloids (with deposition sizes 50-
80 μm) and simultaneous SERS analysis [20], the first demonstration of the feasibility 
of tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy for the analysis of indigo and iron gall ink [174], 
combining SERS analysis in a scanning electron microscope [250], and the use of 
OPO lasers for one-stop laser ablation and SERS analysis of samples [190, 192], 
including the first application on a cross-section to resolve and separate two different 
colorants in superimposed layers [67]. Most of these applications have been “proof-
of-concept” studies (with the OPO laser approach the most widely developed to date) 
and in future years further developments of the methodologies are to be expected. 
Preliminary results attempting to identify dyestuffs on cross-sections from painting 
layers with lower-tech approaches have included identification of madder, carmine 
lake, and kermes on painting cross-sections with silver colloids [143, 158], and the 
identification of madder on a cross-section of a mock-up sample with direct 
photoreduction of silver [257]. 
 An innovative application of SERS and SERRS for the spatially localised 
identification of binding media (especially proteins and gums) in samples from works 
of art has involved the use of metallic nanoparticles functionalised with SERS-active 
reporter molecules tagged to antibodies used for immunological labelling of cross-
sections. Here, the antibodies provide the identification of the specific organic 
molecule (down to the type of animal or plant from which the binder is obtained), and 
these immuno-SERS nanotags are used for sensitive detection and localisation of 
those binders in the layer structure of the cross-section [12, 233, 276]. 
 At present, the ultimate frontier for SERS is truly in situ, non- or minimally 
invasive analysis. To this end, a small but growing number of papers have been 
published demonstrating the use of flexible substrates based on acrylic gels [182, 
183], methylcellulose pastes [119], gelatin [120], or agar-agar gel [187, 241], 
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optionally loaded with a mild micro-extractant, often based on 
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) [240]. The analytical procedure either 
involves mixing the gel with nanoparticles, or using the gels to extract a minute and 
nearly invisible amount of dye for later analysis with SERS after deposition of 
colloidal silver particles on the face that was previously in contact with the artifact. 
 Today, one can confidently say that SERS is solidly established as a reliable 
option for the identification of colorants in works of art and archaeological artifacts. 
This is also due, in part, to the wider availability of benchtop, easy-to-use Raman 
spectrometers, which are becoming more ubiquitous than specialised HPLC 
equipment in cultural heritage science laboratories. 
 
3. Data treatment and chemometrics in Raman spectro scopy 
applied to Art and Archaeology 
 In the past decade, not only have instrumentation and sampling modalities for the 
Raman analysis of art and archaeological artifacts evolved but, in parallel, more 
sophisticated methods of spectroscopic and statistical data treatment have been 
proposed and are reviewed here. The first step, before comparison of spectra and 
further data treatment, is spectral pre-treatment in order to standardise the data. 
Fluorescence removal, filters’ signal removal, baseline subtraction, intensity 
normalisation, smoothing, etc. are commonly used routines. A brief overview of the 
possible use of these tools is presented, as well as several ways to analyse and 
compare spectra: the construction of spectral libraries and automatic searches; the 
determination of flowcharts and criteria for the unambiguous characterisation of the 
studied materials; and the use of chemometrics for data classification. Some 
examples of studies relying on these statistical tools to advance our knowledge on 
the ageing of materials or the determination of individual components in mixtures are 
also presented. 
 
 3.1 Spectral pretreatment: fluorescence signal rem oval 
 Fluorescence is the most commonly encountered issue when working with 
conventional Raman spectroscopy. For cultural heritage applications, it can be due to 
organic materials with chromophore groups (very often conjugated double bonds) or 
to inclusions and impurities in some mineral compounds. To overcome this, if FT-
Raman or SERS are not available or if the quenching of the fluorescence is not 
efficient, spectral manipulations such as subtracted shifted Raman spectroscopy 
(SSRS) [225, 268]; and shift excitation difference apectroscopy (SERDS) [225] can 
be implemented during the measurement. SERDS is performed by recording two 
spectra at slightly shifted laser frequencies. All constant data, considered as 
fluorescence, are discarded. The remaining features are the ones affected by the 
laser shift, namely Raman bands. A tunable laser is required and needs to be very 
stable so that the frequency shifts are real. The laser frequency shifts can be affected 
by changing the laser’s drive current or the laser temperature. SSRS, on the other 
hand, is a technique where the grating is significantly shifted (20 cm-1), which means 
that the Raman bands are also shifted. When the spectral subtraction of the two 
obtained spectra is performed, the fluorescence background is eliminated. 
 For both techniques, the resulting spectrum shows derivative shape bands that 
can be transformed to a Raman spectrum using a specific fitting function, which 
considers the reconstructed spectrum as a sum of Gaussian and/or Lorentzian peaks 
[19]. Another mathematical procedure for recovering the Raman spectrum has been 
proposed by Zhao et al. [316]. A deconvolution procedure called the difference 
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deconvolution method (DDM) is applied to obtain the final Raman spectrum. This 
method basically consists in considering the fluorescence signal as constant, and the 
Raman signal difference (due to the laser shift) as a deconvolution of the total signal, 
with the laser signal considered as a Dirac function using an inverse Fourier 
transform. The DDM technique also allows the eliminating of the signal originating 
from individual bad pixels. Rosi et al. [268] compare SRSS to other similar 
techniques such as manual shifting of the x-axis followed by the calculation of the 
difference between the two spectra, and a simple first derivative calculation of the 
spectrum. These methodologies have been applied to the analysis of various organic 
dyes and lakes found on textiles or parchments and appeared quite effective. The 
complexity lays mainly in the reconstruction of the Raman spectrum from the 
derivative shape peaks, a process that can create some extra bands and provide 
misleading results. Weis et al. [302] use a simple second-derivative processing to 
diminish interference from fluorescence on Raman spectra of painted works of art. In 
another study, [225] SERDS and SRSS techniques are applied to the analysis of 
blue and pink pigments and dyes and results are compared with spectra recorded on 
reference samples using lasers that do not induce fluorescence. Some of the 
samples studied nevertheless show a very intense fluorescence background 
preventing the application of the SERDS technique. However, in this study, the DDM 
procedure seems to give more viable data regarding the Raman peaks’ position and 
intensity in comparison to the fitting procedures. 
 It is worth mentioning that nowadays commercial software can perform these 
corrections automatically. As examples, Bruker’s Opus software contains a 
“Fluorescence Removal” tool for the Senterra spectrometer, Renishaw’s WiRE 
software includes an “Automatic intelligent background removal” and finally 
HORIBA’s Labspec proposes the “FLAT correction: On-the-fly automated 
Fluorescence Removal”. 
 
 3.2 Spectral pretreatment: filter signal removal 
 Some filters used to reject the Rayleigh line called Edge filters (long-wave pass 
filters, see Sect. 2.1). Rayleigh filtering are multilayered dielectric components that 
present a non-linear transmission of the signal leading to very characteristic ripples 
on the spectra. These ripples may hinder or be added to the Raman features of the 
analyte and make the baseline subtraction a critical process, especially when the 
analyte has a weak signal. However, it is possible to apply a simple mathematical 
treatment to get rid of these ripples and obtain a smooth spectrum showing the 
Raman bands only. The first step consists in recording a white light signal through 
the filter, and then without the filter (Fig. 3). The ratio of the spectrum recorded 
without filter to the spectrum with filter is the correcting factor. The second step is to 
multiply the raw spectrum by this factor in order to get a corrected spectrum. An 
(optional) third step is to remove a baseline from the corrected spectrum to get a final 
spectrum showing clear Raman bands. 
 Such a procedure, which could be implemented by individual users, is also 
nowadays proposed in their proprietary software by some manufacturers, as a 
specific filter correction or as a signal pretreatment option not controlled by the user. 
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Figure 3: Removing Edge-filter artifacts. Step 1: white light spectrum recorded with (black 
line) and without the edge filters in place (grey line); Step 2: multiplying the raw spectrum 
of the investigated sample (dark grey line) for the correction factor (i.e. ratio of the two 
spectra in Step 1; black line), and the latter after baseline subtraction (light grey line) 

 
 
 3.3 Spectral Pretreatment: First and Second Deriva tives 
 Minerals and other inorganic materials usually show few and sharp Raman 
bands, and, depending on the spectral resolution of the spectrometer, band positions 
are obtained precisely and thus assigned. However, when it comes to organic 
materials and more specifically natural media, the spectra are more complicated, with 
broad bands that usually contain more than one vibrational feature. It is therefore 
much more difficult to ascertain their exact positions and to identify the chemical 
compounds in a straightforward way. Tools such as first and second derivatives of 
the Raman spectra can be used to simplify the reading of the data by separating out 
the peaks of overlapping bands. Thus, when the spectrum changes even slightly from 
a positive slope to a negative slope (due to the presence of a shoulder on a broad 
band for example), the feature is emphasised on the derivative spectrum. A first-
order derivative passes through zero at the same wavenumber as the maximum 
intensity of the Raman band, and a second-order derivative is a negative band with 
minimum at the same position as the maximum on the zero-order band. Since it is 
easier to read negative peaks than imprecise slope changes or zero intensity 
positions, second-order derivatives are more widely employed. It is important though 
to add a smoothing step before the derivative transform, to avoid the enhancement of 
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spectral noise caused by the application of the derivative function. As already 
discussed in this article, some studies show the use of spectral derivatives to get rid 
of the fluorescence background that may hinder Raman features (see Sect. 3.1), but 
other studies make use of these tools for other purposes. Roldan et al. [264] 
displayed the second derivative of normal Raman and SERS spectra of various sepia 
powder samples to highlight the exact position of vibrational features and assist with 
band assignment and comparison to previous studies. Another study [39] showed the 
use of vibrational spectroscopies for the identification of dyes on wool fibres. For this 
purpose, the authors compare second-derivative FT-Raman spectra of dyed fibres 
with reference dyes; but also compared the same references with the difference 
between the second-derivative spectra of the dyed and undyed fibres. A library-
search method is then developed to include the second derivatives of ATR-FT-IR and 
FT-Raman spectra, and has been successfully applied on archaeological samples 
from Caucasian and Chinese textiles. 
 First derivatives can also be a first step of a more complete data-processing 
methodology, as is the case for several papers that focus on chemometrics (see 
Sect. 3.4). Navas et al. [214] applied principal component analysis (PCA) on Raman 
first-derivative spectra of model tempera paint samples, i.e. mixtures of different 
pigments with various binders. It appears that using derivative spectra, which show 
more evident differences than normal Raman spectra, can help in the PCA 
discrimination of those samples. Daher et al. [106] used the second derivative of a 
restricted spectral region (that of the CH band centred at 2900 cm-1) to obtain the 
precise position of the vibrational features that are enveloped in this relatively broad 
band to subsequently use as parameters for a spectral decomposition procedure 
followed by PCA. Vandenabeele et al. [297] compared the influence of pre-
processing techniques (zero-, first- and second-order derivatives) to obtain the best 
possible discrimination between natural and synthetic indigo pigments using 
chemometrics, leading to the conclusion that second derivatives appeared to be the 
most accurate data pre-treatment in their study. 
 
 3.4 Material identification and discrimination 
 The widespread adoption of Raman spectroscopy as a valuable tool in 
laboratories involved in cultural heritage studies is also due to the availability of 
numerous databases of Raman spectra of interest for cultural heritage studies. These 
cover a wide range of materials, from pigments and minerals to organic media and 
plastics, and have been listed in recent reviews [61, 103, 171, 283, 284, 294, 296]. 
Among these, some pioneering studies and major databases are worth mentioning. 
An ample library of spectra of natural and synthetic pigments using visible laser 
excitations (632.8 and 514.5 nm) includes more than 60 pigments used prior to 1850 
(also available online http://www.chem.ucl.ac.uk/resources/raman/index.html#blue) 
[16]. This study was followed and completed by the characterisation with FT-Raman 
of pigments that did not show any Raman signal using visible excitations, as well as 
some synthetic pigments [43]. More recent studies contribute to the extension of 
Raman spectral reference collections with more than 100 synthetic organic pigments 
of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries [144, 273], specific azo pigments [293], and 
of SERS spectra of natural dyes present in works of art [40, 41, 184, 315]. Natural 
organic media are also represented in depth, including binders and varnishes using 
either 785 nm [298] or 1064 nm excitation lines [43, 126, 129]. Collections of the 
spectra of plant gums [128], incenses [127], natural fibres [132] and resins are also 
available [32, 33]. 
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 In addition to the printed versions, many useful online databases exist, including 
the e-visart and e-visarch databases (http://www.ehu.eus/udps/database/ 
database1.html) [60] that display Raman, FT-Raman and Fourier-transform IR (FTIR) 
spectra of pigments and archaeological materials; the RRUFF™ Project, gathering 
minerals data that are downloadable or searchable online (http://rruff.info/ 
repository/zipped_data_files/raman/); and the IRUG (IR and Raman Users Group) 
database, containing mainly FTIR spectra with some complementary Raman data 
(http://www.irug.org/search-spectral-database). Other examples include a database 
of Raman spectra of minerals, hosted at the University of Parma, Italy 
(http://www.fis.unipr.it/phevix/ramandb.php), and an impressive and growing 
collection of over 270 synthetic dyes and pigments developed at the Royal Institute 
for Cultural Heritage (KIK-IRPA) in Brussels, Belgium (http://modern.kikirpa.be/). 
 While direct comparison of spectra of unknowns to either published databases or 
user-generated private databases is possible, especially after some degree of 
standardisation of experimental conditions for spectral acquisition, some groups have 
proposed further automated or semi-automated ways of simplifying spectral 
interpretation and matching. In recent years, the field has seen an increase in the use 
of statistical approaches seeking to improve material identification and discrimination. 
Chemometrics have the ability to extract relevant information from Raman data. In 
the cultural heritage field, different classification methods have been reported: 
unsupervised methods using calibrated models subsequently validated using an 
external set of data such as PCA or hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA), and 
supervised methods such as partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) 
also using calibrated models, but building labeled datasets. 
 An original approach uses fuzzy logic [59, 255] for automatic interpretation of 
Raman spectra. Fuzzy logic is based on the introduction of a part of imprecision, or 
approximation, in the reasoning to replicate a human-like decision. It is expressed in 
the possibility that, in a Raman spectrum, the band positions are not always exactly 
the same, neither is the intensity of the bands. The shifts due to natural variability of 
the probed materials but also to the instrumental and experimental conditions are not 
limiting the identification procedure. Practically, the bands characteristics of reference 
spectra are extracted and stored as variables in a fuzzy system that can be 
represented in two dimensions: the band position, and its Raman intensity. The 
unknown data are also extracted and added to the fuzzy system with an “uncertainty 
function”. Then the identification process involves computing the intersection 
between the fuzzy set of the unknown spectrum with each of the sets from the 
reference library. Finally, a score (0-1) is obtained for each band, and the system is 
then defuzzified using categories such as “present”, “possibly present” and “not 
present”. 
 By far though, the most highly used approaches rely on PCA, HCA and PLS-DA 
for materials classification in many contexts: to identify and discriminate pigments 
[214, 223, 287, 297], dyes [121] and inks [238]; to characterise organic media [105, 
215-217, 229] and metallic soaps [226]; and in the related domains of forensic 
science [123] for the analysis of industrial paints [212]. In essence, data reduction 
processes using PCA for the automatic identification of pigments in works of art work 
by first performing data pre-treatment of a reference spectral library, including 
spectral range selection, baseline subtraction, linear interpolation, and intensity 
normalisation. Then, the preprocessed data are analysed using PCA, resulting in a 
condensed amount of data compiled in a reduced space (the PCs space). Spectra of 
unknowns undergo the same procedure and are projected on the PCs space of the 
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references (without being included in the original PCA calculations). Finally, 
identification criteria based on Euclidian distances and squared cosines between the 
unknown spectrum and the library patterns allow the identification of the unknowns 
[149]. For example, Vandenabeele et al. first used PCA as a data reduction pre-
treatment on raw spectra, and on first and second derivatives, then performed 
clustering based on Euclidian distance and LDA on this reduced dataset to separate 
synthetic and natural indigo of different provenance [297]. A similar approach 
enhanced by complementary LIBS and pulsed Raman spectroscopy demonstrates 
the ability to differentiate between mineral, natural and artificial ultramarine [223]. 
PCA has been applied for the study of tempera paint model samples made of egg 
yolk and nine different pigments (three reds, three blues, and three whites) using 
three data matrices, one for each color [214]. For each set, a specific data range is 
selected, according to the position of the main bands of the pigments. The results 
show that working on the raw Raman spectra is inconclusive, but groups can be 
formed if working on first derivative spectra. To study paint cross-sections of a glass 
painting, Staniszewska et al. [287] have performed HCA on FTIR and FT-Raman 
mapping data. The reconstructed cluster maps overlapping the sample image show 
good accuracy in the layered distribution of pigments. Raman spectroscopy coupled 
to PCA used for the study of iron-based inks helps in determining which features are 
linked to noise and which ones are related to actual Raman data [238]. 
 Triarylmethane dyes are molecules characterised by the presence of aromatic 
rings that can present several resonance forms. Their Raman spectra are therefore 
very similar, and, in order to differentiate between their various forms, PCA carried 
out on FTIR, Raman and SERS data is useful [121]. Transmission FTIR separates di-
amino and tri-amino derivatives. PCA of the Raman data improves separation of the 
di-phenylnaphthalenes from the tri-phenylmethanes. Finally, PCA of SERS data 
separates the dyes based on the interaction of the silver colloids with acidic and 
basic dyes. 
 Many papers relate the use of advanced data treatment to further the 
spectroscopic study of natural organic media. The CH band centred at 2900 cm-1 has 
been used to separate protein-based media with PCA [216]. Clusters are formed at 
different scales. First, the dairy proteins (milk, casein, egg white and egg yolk) and 
the collagen proteins (fish glue, parchment glue, rabbit skin glue and ox bone glue) 
were separated. Among the dairy proteins, all the individual substances can also be 
separated, which is not the case for the collagen proteins. Finally, a paint sample of 
egg white mixed with yellow ochre was successfully identified using the proposed 
PCA methodology. A further study also evaluated the efficiency of that method to 
discriminate proteinaceous materials regardless of their ageing [215, 217]. The same 
spectral region (CH stretching region) has been used with PCA to distinguish 
between natural organic compounds from different chemical families (glues, gums, 
resins and oils) [105]. The statistical treatment is performed on parameters extracted 
from a spectral decomposition procedure (involving the precise assessment of band 
width, peak area, and position) that adds information closely related to the molecular 
structure of the media to the multivariate study. Following this procedure, the different 
chemical families of the organic compounds can be successfully distinguished, and 
different geographical provenances can even be separated within the terpenoid 
resins group (Fig. 4). 
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Figure 4: Score-plot and projection of variables extracted from FT-Raman spectra of 
natural products on PC1 and PC2. Variables: 40 fitting parameters of the Raman CH 
bands. Items: 37 reference materials. The materials are clearly clustered by families. The 
projection of variables indicates which variables have an important contribution to each 
PC. Figure reprinted from [105], Copyright (2013), with permission from Elsevier 

 
 
 FT-Raman and fibre optical reflectance spectroscopy (FORS) data on several 
types of organic binders (egg white, egg yolk, whole egg, gum Arabic, linseed, poppy, 
and walnut oil) have been examined using PCA. The addition of the FORS data 
improved the discrimination between the binders, as supplementary information was 
introduced in the PCA [229]. In paint layers, depending on the pigments, organic 
binders such as drying oils tend to form metal soaps. In order to identify these soaps 
in unknown samples, Otero et al. demonstrated a methodology based on the PCA 
treatment on selected Raman regions of more than 20 metal carboxylates (6 cations 
and 4 fatty acids) [226]. The 1120-1040 cm-1 region is the most helpful in separating 
these soaps according to their fatty acid constituents, as it contains the vibrational 
features of the fatty acids chains, while the 1650-1380 cm-1 is useful in identifying the 
nature of the metal counterion, since it shows the bands related to the coordination of 
the carboxylate group with the metal cations. 
 While in the case of art materials the sample population is normally relatively 
small, in forensic science these statistical approaches have become the norm, 
especially when a very large number of samples need to be identified and assigned 
to specific categories against databases that can be massive (for example, for 
commercial industrial paints). Typically, several statistical methods are used [212]. 
First, the spectra are studied (in terms of noise level, variability of the measurements, 
etc.) before creating a reduced data matrix for PCA and HCA, or even for both PCA 
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and HCA. Then, if the samples can be separated into different groups, score-plots or 
dendrograms are studied. If there is no possibility of forming more groups, the cluster 
is considered a single one; otherwise, the procedure is repeated to form sub-groups. 
This iterative method can obviously also be performed on smaller datasets as is often 
the case in the cultural heritage field. 
 All the statistical approaches mentioned so far first require the acquisition of a 
number of reference spectra to supplement available libraries, but also involve 
statistical and computational skills that are not trivial to master. Simpler tools can also 
be implemented for material identification. 
 Several papers present flowcharts to identify materials based on the 
presence/absence of bands, or using specific band positions that are diagnostic for a 
particular compound. This kind of protocol can help in the identification of materials 
within the same chemical family, and has proven particularly useful for organic media 
for which many bands are usually observed. Within the same group, compounds may 
have similar spectra, but slight differences related to very specific chemical bonds or 
additional functional groups that are characteristic for each individual compound can 
help in their discrimination. A flowchart for the identification of various kinds of 
synthetic azo pigments, based on 21 references, allowed the distinguishing of 
several classes of azo pigments: β-Naphtol (lake and non-lake pigments), BON-
pigments, di-arylide (di-azo) pigments, naphtol AS pigments and Hansa yellow 
(mono-azo) pigments [293]. This tool also successfully identified synthetic pigments 
from two modern art paintings by Pablo Picasso and Karel Appel. Natural organic 
substances including glues, oils, gums and natural resins have been extensively 
studied with IR and Raman spectroscopy, leading to an algorithm that identifies and 
discriminates the different media [107]. The proposed flowchart for material 
identification not only readily separates resins, oils, glues and gums based on 
specific bands related to their different chemical families (terpenes, triglycerides, 
proteins and polysaccharides) but further isolates four subgroups that are clearly set 
apart within the resins family: triterpenic resins, shellacs, colophony and Venice 
turpentine, and finally copal and sandarac. Using a similar protocol, diterpenic and 
triterpenic resins are differentiated in a set of archaeological resins [33]. 
 Different Raman parameters can be very informative if wisely used. Finding the 
most interesting ratios or the best set of Raman features will help identifying 
materials, from a simple classification of compounds to a deeper characterisation of 
materials properties, such as, for example, their degree of crystallinity or their degree 
of polymerisation. This can be accomplished with the use of ratios, such as band 
intensities ratios, or plotting other spectroscopic parameters, such as band widths or 
positions. Colomban [83] links Raman features of glass to its degree of 
polymerisation, thereby characterizing the glass structure and the firing technologies 
by plotting area ratios of the Si–O bending (more intense in the case of silica-rich 
glasses) to the Si–O stretching vibrations (more intense for more amorphous or 
highly fluxed materials) (see Sect. 4.5 for more details). This ratio is then plotted as a 
function of the maximum intensity of the Si–O stretching vibration and results in the 
classification of various families of glasses, enamels and ceramic glazes that can be 
used as a database of spectroscopic parameters for the study of ancient artifacts 
[89]. Other studies directly plot the maximum intensities of the two Si–O vibrations 
mentioned above and also obtain a classification of glass materials according to their 
chemical compositions [289]. Tomasini et al. used the full width at half maximum as a 
function of band position for the D band (centred at 1300 cm-1) and G band (at 
1500 cm-1) of several carbon-based black pigments (charcoal, graphite, bitumen, 
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bistre, lampblack, ivory black, earth of Kassel and Van Dyck black), rather than 
adopting the more usual intensity ratio of the D and G bands [288]. This helps in 
grouping the pigments, simplifies their identification, and also gives an indication of 
the degree of graphitisation of these reference materials. 
 Another interesting application of Raman spectroscopy and spectral processing 
to determine structure-property relationships is represented by the study of the 
various crystalline forms of chrome yellow, an inorganic pigment that presents 
different structures (monoclinic, orthorhombic) depending on the amount of sulfur it 
contains. To better describe the spectral modifications occurring with an increase in 
sulfur rate, the maxima of several diagnostic bands are plotted against the 
percentage amount of sulfates demonstrating that the bands shift to higher 
wavenumbers with increasing amount of sulfate. This is explained by the modification 
of the lattice introduced with the addition of sulfates, leading to a compression effect 
(S atoms being smaller than Cr atoms) at low percentages of sulfur and to an actual 
modification of the crystalline form at higher amounts. 
 
 3.5 Ageing 
 In addition to original, un-altered and reference materials, the study of museum 
or archaeological objects brings the question of the ageing and degradation of 
materials, particularly organic substances. Molecular transformations due to natural 
aging or alteration often lead to spectral modifications, and the need for databases of 
materials that accommodate this natural evolution has been raised in this field [61, 
124]. 
 A majority of the studies conducted with Raman spectroscopy on the alteration of 
organic substances concern mainly tree exudates or fossil resins such as amber. 
These materials are based on a terpene skeleton (diterpene) with carbon-carbon 
double bonds highly sensitive to oxidation [206]. To monitor these changes, the ratio 
of the intensities of the C=C stretching band (1650 cm-1) to the C–H bending band 
(1445 cm-1) is performed: the higher the ratio, the more advanced the degradation 
[32, 107, 126, 307]. However, these studies differ in how they interpret this evolution. 
Some works consider this ratio as a tool for potentially dating the resins [307], while 
others link it to issues of geological provenance (in the case of fossil resins) [32, 161]. 
Finally, some researchers broach the problem of the burial environment [32], or of 
unknown conservation conditions and its effects on band intensities. To assess the 
effect of unsuitable environments in museum storage on the degradation of amber, 
fresh and thermally aged amber samples kept in different relative humidity (RH) 
environments have been studied by FT-Raman and ATR-FTIR spectroscopies [281]. 
The results show that oxidation is likely the major degradation pathway, leading to a 
loss of C=C bonds (Raman) and an increase of carbonyl bonds (FTIR) on ageing 
regardless of the RH level. Molecular modifications can thus be monitored by looking 
at Raman bands intensity ratios, but the intensity is not the only spectral feature that 
evolves with ageing. In many cases, a broadening of the bands is also observed, 
linked to either the presence of new bands, or the introduction of disorder in the 
material, due to structural transformations. In order to better characterise all possible 
band evolutions and be able to explain these modifications, spectral decomposition is 
an accurate and powerful tool. A set of archaeological copals from a medieval 
excavation site in Sharma (Yemen) presenting visual differences in the bulk (fresh 
and transparent) and the surface (colored from yellow to red, and altered from dry to 
granulated, respectively) has been studied with FT-Raman and ATR-FTIR [104]. Two 
regions of interest showing several spectral modifications between the internal 
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(undegraded) and external (aged) parts were used for a spectral decomposition 
procedure: the 1900-1400 cm-1 region, and the CH stretching region centred at 
2900 cm-1. This procedure requires the determination of a model or pattern. First, the 
number of individual bands, as well as their positions, is determined by looking at the 
second derivative of the spectra. Then, the adjustment procedure is launched and 
fitting parameters such as the band positions, areas, half widths at half maximum and 
their profiles (Lorentzian or Gaussian) are extracted. The most relevant parameters 
are then monitored. The results show that some band variations (decreasing and 
broadening), and thus possible chemical reactions, correlate well with the state of 
conservation of the resins. 
 When the same set of samples are studied using PCA with spectral 
decomposition parameters as variables, the samples appear separated in two groups 
along PC1: the most altered on one side, and the less degraded on the other side 
[105]. Two correlated variables (band widths at half maximum) that have influenced 
this separation are then plotted, to arrive at the determination of a degradation index 
that is useful to qualify the degradation state of each copal. 
 
 3.6. Mixtures: qualitative and quantitative analys es 
 Cultural heritage objects are heterogeneous and complex. A painting, for 
example, is a hierarchically complex system with multiple layers, which, starting from 
the support, may include the ground and paint layers and finally the varnish, and is 
composed of a wide variety of materials such as pigments, dyes, lakes, extenders, 
additives, adhesives, binders, varnishes, etc. These materials are almost invariably 
found as mixtures, whether heterogeneous such as paint layers or more 
homogenous mixtures such as varnishes or adhesives. 
 Raman analyses of complex samples may face many challenges. First, the 
presence of aged organic media in a mixture likely adds a fluorescence background 
to spectra recorded in dispersive mode with visible excitation lines, which may hinder 
the vibrational features of the analyte of interest. Second, the presence of some 
pigments can interfere with, for example, the identification of an organic medium, 
either by hiding some of the binder’s bands in the spectra, but also chemically by 
accelerating the organic media’s ageing and modifying their spectra. Finally, mixtures 
of organic media such as oils and resins or of synthetic dyes are often very difficult to 
discriminate using vibrational techniques: these materials present bands that often 
overlap. Looking at the unknown spectrum and comparing it with reference 
databases may be a way of qualitatively identifying some compounds by the 
presence of specific bands, but not all of them. Mathematical approaches should thus 
be considered to determine the mixtures’ components, possibly in a (semi-) 
quantitative way, as can be obtained by using principal component analysis [194, 
230] or spectral decomposition [10, 108, 210, 269]. PCA can be used to obtain semi-
quantitative analyses of mixtures. Pallipurath et al. studied mixtures of organic media 
with increasing amounts of pigments: egg yolk with lead white, and poppy oil with 
lead-tin yellow (dark and light) [230]. Another study presented multivariate analyses 
of mixtures of organic media without pigmentation: linseed oil, poppy-seed oil, walnut 
oil and egg yolk [194]. PCA was able to clearly separate the individual media, but the 
mixtures were not very well discriminated, and no particular trend was observed in 
terms of the distribution of the binary mixtures inbetween the clusters formed by the 
pure materials they are made of. Overall, using an approach that applies PCA directly 
to determine pigments/binders or organic media proportions in mixtures still results in 
rather ambiguous results. This may be because that approach considers the spectral 
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data as a global description of the material, while other methods based on spectral 
decomposition aim to look at the Raman spectra from a more chemical and structural 
point of view. The spectral decomposition procedure consists of considering the 
profiles of the spectra of the binary mixtures as a linear combination of the spectra of 
the suspected pure materials. In other words, the sum of the pure materials spectra 
must fit the mixture spectrum [122]. This linear combination and fitting procedure, 
based on a least squares method, is performed on the intensities of the spectra. In 
most cases, the fitting process is performed on a selected range of wavenumbers. At 
the end of the procedure, a graphical result of the fitting is given, as well as the 
relative contribution of each pure material to the adjustment. This quantitative 
procedure successfully resolves the mixtures of three dyes used by the Manufacture 
Nationale des Gobelins in Paris (acid blue 258, acid yellow 169 and acid red 42) 
fixed on reference wool fibres, but also binary and ternary experimental mixtures with 
unknown proportions [269]. The authors report results of quantification that show a 
maximum difference of ±4 between the theoretical and experimental percentages. A 
similar methodology has been applied to characterise experimental varnishes with 
increasing amounts of colophony in linseed oil [108], in order to determine if Raman 
(or FTIR spectroscopy) is efficient in detecting and quantifying such compounds in a 
mixture. The results showed a detection limit of 10 %, and that the relative 
quantification was accurate (Fig. 5a, b). The method has subsequently been 
demonstrated through applications to varnished objects from decorative arts museum 
collections in Paris [108]. 
 A few studies have applied this same methodology on Raman mapping data 
[210]. In the case of mapping, the large amount of collected spectra require an 
automation of the fitting procedure, and the provided results consist of a matrix of 
data containing the relative amount of each component present in each pixel of the 
map, with the possibility of visualising the contribution of all the components on a 
false color map. This approach has been successfully applied to the study of iron 
corrosion [210] and more recently on the outdoor corrosion of the weathering of steel 
contemporary art sculptures [10]. 
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Figure 5: a Spectral adjustment of the FT-Raman spectra (for two spectral regions) for 
two studied mixtures (w% of colophony/linseed oil) 05/95 and 40/60. For Region 2, two 
adjustments are presented: first using a 1-week dry colophony film spectrum, then an 8-
week dry colophony film spectrum. It can be seen that colophony is not detected for the 
05/95 varnish by exploiting Region 1 but contributes to the fitting of Region 2. It is also 
notable that the adjustment of Region 2 of the 40/60 mixture is better with the “oldest” 
colophony varnish, especially around 1650 cm-1. b Quantitative calculation results 
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obtained with respect to the theoretical results (weighed amounts of linseed oil and 
colophony) for FT-Raman data (circles Region 1, triangles Region 2). Dotted lines 
represent the exact correspondence between calculated and expected contents. The 
closer the data are to these dotted lines, the more accurate is the quantification by 
spectral decomposition. Figures reprinted from [108], Copyright (2014), with permission 
from Elsevier 

 
 
4. Practical Raman applications in the Cultural Her itage 
 4.1. Pigments, inks and colorants 
 The early years of applications of Raman spectroscopy to art and archaeology 
are characterised by a predominant attention to pigments and colorants. The first-
ever reported study focused on the investigation of pigments on illuminated 
manuscripts [151], and ancient manuscripts have continued to be an area of intense 
investigation from the early days until the present, where, with XRF, fibre optic 
reflectance spectroscopy (FORS) [4, 259, 260], hyperspectral imaging and SERS [5], 
Raman spectroscopy has become an indispensable tool for the materials knowledge 
of these important objects [3, 47, 213, 292]. Published studies have not only 
concerned themselves with the investigation of the palette of illuminated manuscripts 
and assist with attribution to specific workshops [69] but they also now comprise the 
characterisation of degradation phenomena including, for example, the chemical and 
chromatic alteration of pigments based on copper [1, 2] and lead [205, 285]. In all 
cases, while conducting analyses, it is important to minimise the power of the laser at 
the sample so as not to induce the change that one is trying to measure [44, 117, 
282]. 
 After an early review on the palette of manuscript illumination [78], many 
foundational databases of Raman spectral signature of pigments, minerals and metal 
corrosion products have been published [16, 29, 43] and continue to be essential 
references today, together with the online databases already surveyed in Sect. 3.4. 
It is well known that in the past 15 years numerous excellent reviews and special 
issues of journals (especially the Journal of Raman Spectroscopy) have been 
dedicated to in-depth overviews of all manners of application of Raman spectroscopy 
in art, archaeology, forensics, and gemology, and the reader is referred to these for a 
comprehensive treatment of the subject [24, 48, 77, 103, 171, 283, 284, 294, 296]. 
Many dedicated books are also available [68, 76, 125]. The focus of this section is 
rather on highlighting significant areas of interesting new research and promising 
future directions, as also only just carried out by Centeno [61]. 
 In recent years, the study of pigments has evolved in two significant directions. 
 First, instead of reporting on isolated case studies, Raman has become a true 
tool to advance art history, being used, for example, for the systematic investigation 
of the palette of illuminated medieval manuscripts [45], or for a wide survey, using 
SERS, of red lake pigments employed by impressionist and post-impressionist 
painters [247]. Information about the identity of remnants of pigments on stone 
sculptures has been used to reconstruct their entire scheme of polychrome 
decoration [110], and, when pigments have faded, to propose re-colorised 
visualisations of artworks [35]. 
 Secondly, Raman spectroscopy is being used to contribute to our knowledge of 
pigment degradation and stability including those based on arsenic [291], lead [44, 
285], copper [170], and, more recently, the lead chromates [208, 209]. Research 
focused on reconstructing the chemistries of production of traditional pigments 
following ancient recipes also includes the characterisation of deterioration products 
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[70, 79, 101, 270]. Occasionally, spectra of pigments that have not been previously 
characterised are still presented in the literature and studied in depth, significantly 
enriching available libraries [28, 55, 290]. 
 The study of colorants and dyes has gone hand in hand with that of mineral 
pigments, with FT-Raman and SERS giving an important boost to our ability to 
characterise synthetic and natural colorants [57, 144, 242, 273, 293, 297]. 
 Raman being perhaps one of the very few analytical techniques that is able to 
characterise and distinguish black drawings, paintings and writing media, an 
increasing body of work has focused on these applications [81, 228, 288]. In recent 
years, there have also been significant advances in the identification of inks, 
including traditional inks such as sepia [66, 264], bistre [265], and iron gall ink [26, 
27, 178, 238] and the ones used by modern artists such as the chrome logwood [34, 
62, 65] and crystal violet inks used by Van Gogh [49, 244]. 
 Overlapping with forensics, the study of modern pigments and dyes used in inks, 
including those used in felt-tip pens [286], lithographic inks [31, 63, 148, 202], and 
toned cinematographic films [186], have also benefited from the valuable 
contributions of Raman spectroscopy. 
 Of obvious interest is the use of pigment identification with Raman spectroscopy 
to contribute to dating and the identification of fakes and forgeries, one typical 
example being the identification of titanium-based whites (anatase or rutile) in works 
of art, which has been used to place their production after specific times in the 
twentieth century (Laver [177]). However, the detection of rutile or anatase in artifacts 
can sometimes be problematic as, due to their extremely high Raman scattering 
cross-sections, these polymorphs of titanium dioxide will show intense Raman peaks 
even when they are present in low or trace concentrations [80]. Interestingly, much of 
the recent published literature on fakes [46, 220] focuses on case studies related to 
forgeries of Russian avant garde artists, where synthetic and anachronistic pigments 
have often been reported (Fig. 6) [71, 271]. 
 

 

 
Figure 6: Design for a Propaganda Stand (The Art Institute of Chicago 2011.880). This 
drawing originally entered the collection with a date of c.1922 and was previously 
attributed to the Russian avant-garde artist Gustav Klutsis (Latvia, 1895-1938). The 
drawing was investigated non-invasively with Raman micro-spectroscopy with 785-nm 
excitation. Identification of rutile (TiO2) white (bottom right) and red pigments identified as 
the naphtol red pigment PR9 (C. I. 12460; shown at top right, with the reference spectrum 
shown in red, as derived from [273]. According to the color index, A. Laska and A. 
Zitscher discovered PR9 only in 1922, while the first commercialisation of titanium white 
in its rutile form is dated to the late 1930s (Laver [177]). Both pigment findings are thus 
inconsistent with the presumed date of creation of this work 
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 4.2. Minerals and gemstones 
 The use of Raman spectroscopy for mineral identification/gemmological 
purposes can be thought of as the first application of Raman which can be relevant in 
the field of cultural heritage. The early applications to gemmology at the end of the 
1970’s [118], soon after the introduction of the Raman microprobe (see Sect. 2) may 
be explained by the generally high resistance of these materials to laser excitation. 
Here, phase identification is mainly achieved by comparison with published 
databases (see Sect. 3.4), which have been regularly enriched (since Schubnel et al., 
[276] which could be considered the first one), especially by contributions that 
account for slight differences in the spectrum in relation to the gem origin (i.e. 
variation of the chemical composition and/or the structure). 
 Materials of various origins are classified as gems or minerals of interest in the 
field of cultural heritage, from precious minerals (diamond, emerald, garnet, ruby, 
etc.) [22, 23, 157] to precious stones selected for their aesthetic value (Lapis Lazuli, 
jade, nephrite, etc.) [56, 72, 82, 155], fossilised resins (amber, copal, etc.) [104, 281] 
and biomaterials (corals, pearls, etc.) [21, 167, 168]. As already mentioned in this 
article, several dedicated reviews focused on applications in gemmology are 
available and should be consulted for a comprehensive overview of the field [24, 145, 
171]. 
 Recent and innovative applications in the cultural heritage involve the 
identification of mineral phases to help with the study of raw materials exploitation, 
underlining the links between past societies and their environment through use of 
natural resources. If the analytical characterisation allows it, the precise recognition 
of different quarries or geological sources may be useful for studying provenance and 
circulation networks. Such provenance studies by Raman spectroscopy are also 
relevant to other fields like, for example, the earth sciences [9]. The current wide 
availability of portable instruments benefits gemmology and the cultural heritage by 
enabling in situ measurements of precious objects, which generally require on-site 
analysis and often have barely accessible areas to measure [14, 237]. 
 
 4.3. Natural and synthetic organic materials 
 While the study of natural organic binding media and varnishes and the important 
contributions of statistical analysis to the characterisation and discrimination of such 
materials, both in their original and aged status, have been extensively discussed in 
Sects. 3.4-3.6, here, applications to biomaterials and synthetic polymers are briefly 
reviewed. 
 Early work includes the identification of lichen encrustations that are responsible 
for the biodeterioration of wall paintings [136, 138, 207], a subject that has been 
expanded to incorporate other bio-materials [308] including those that are 
characteristic of extremophilic environments such as are found in Antarctica or on 
Mars [136, 164, 312]. 
 FT-Raman spectroscopy has been used to characterise bone, hoofs, tortoiseshell 
[134] and ivory [130]. Significant advancements in the characterisation of 
biopolymers, such as skin, callus, hair and nail [15, 305], as well as mummified [6] 
and archaeological skin [133] and human hair from archaeological excavations, have 
been reported [249, 306]. 
 The study of textile fibres including archaeological linen [132], as well as the FT-
Raman characterisation of parchment and paper [137], are also important 
contributions to our knowledge of culturally significant artifacts. 
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 Starting in the 1960s, the power of Raman spectroscopy to identify not only the 
type of synthetic polymers but also determine important parameters about their 
structures and physical-mechanical properties has been exploited within the confines 
of the discipline of polymer science [147, 219]. In the field of art and design, the 
potential of Raman spectroscopy is still somehow under-utilised [102, 231, 232, 272], 
but some comprehensive review of Raman applications for the identification of post-
consumer plastics for recycling purposes using PCA [7], and other industrial 
applications are available [135, 139]. 
 
 4.4. Deterioration products and conservation treat ments 
 Calcium oxalates [146, 317], a pervasive product of deterioration in outdoor 
sculpture and historic architecture, cave paintings and many museum and 
archaeological objects, were among the first deterioration products to be studied with 
Raman spectroscopy, where they have been characterised together with other 
organic byproducts of lichen metabolism such as erythrin, lecanoric acid and meso-
erythritol [131]. 
 Other pioneering work on deterioration products includes the discovery that red 
lead (Pb3O4) is responsible for the puzzling red stains observed on the Carrara 
marbles of the Certosa of Pavia [38], and in several other cases Raman 
spectroscopy has been instrumental in unraveling the chemical composition of 
deterioration products such as copper and calcium oxalates affecting mural paintings 
[215, 217]. 
 Recent interesting developments include the use of such information to deduce 
the kinetics and thermodynamic processes regulating cycles of deterioration of, for 
example, the fresco cycles in the famous Roman archaeological site of Pompeii and 
other wall paintings [234]. In many of these studies, the availability of compact 
portable Raman instruments is extremely valuable for in situ studies where several 
areas can be monitored and mapped in expanded time- and length-scales [11, 195, 
235]. 
 Raman studies of the spectroscopic signatures of iron sulfates and other 
deterioration products of waterlogged wood have been reported [236], as well as the 
effect of conservation treatment, especially those based on the polyethylene glycol 
(PEG)/freeze-drying method [73, 74]. 
 In recent years, oxalates have also been proposed as more compatible 
consolidants of stone, and micro-Raman spectroscopy has been used as a tool for 
mapping their penetration into the mineral substrate, an important factor for their 
successful application [91-94]. 
 Synthetic polymers continue to be the most used type of treatment for outdoor 
architecture, and Raman spectroscopy has also been used to characterise those, 
together with other complementary spectroscopic techniques such as FTIR 
spectroscopy and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy [100]. 
 
 4.5. Glass 
 Although glass has a disordered structure, Raman spectroscopy is one of the few 
techniques which allow the study of the glassy matrix. This “molecular” spectroscopy 
can probe the “local order” in such disordered structures, revealing information about 
the chemical composition of the glass and its thermal history. For the majority of 
cultural heritage objects, glasses are silica-based but also contain many other minor 
to trace elements. These trace elements play a role in the manufacturing process or 
are used as fluxes (Na, K), stabilisers (Ca, Mg), colorants/discolorants, or are to be 
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considered “pollutants” i.e. trace elements coming from raw materials or 
manufacturing/recycling. There are two main kinds of glassy materials that are 
relevant in the cultural heritage, bulk glass, constituting a whole object or its major 
parts, and “thin” glass, which represents coatings or other surface layers on stones or 
ceramics. Because it is easier to stabilise small amounts of material in the glassy 
state, glazes on ceramics typically exhibit a larger variety of chemical composition 
than bulk glass. This has allowed ancient ceramists to play with a wide range of 
possible melting temperatures and colors. 
 In addition to the composition and structure of the glassy part, the appearance 
and color of glass can also be adjusted by exploiting nano- to micro-crystallisation 
products created in situ during manufacturing (opacifiers, pigments, metallic luster), 
or micro-crystals added as pigments and/or opacifiers. As is the case for pigments in 
paintings (see Sect. 4.1) such pigments/opacifiers can be characterised by Raman 
spectroscopy, either directly from their spectra or, for metallic nano-particles, by their 
SERS effect on the glass spectrum at their surface [88]. To date, Raman 
spectroscopy is the only bench-top (or portable) analytical method for non-invasively 
characterising these micro-/nano-inclusions, often with a high sensitivity, selectivity 
and ease of implementation. In general, the concentration of such crystalline phases 
is not high enough to be detected by X-ray diffraction, and their analysis by scanning 
electron microscopy-energy dispersive spectroscopy or transmission electron 
microscopy (with elemental or diffraction analysis) requires sampling and generally 
the preparation of sections, which is often restricted from glass and ceramics in the 
fine arts museum context, but may be more readily available from archaeological 
objects or fragments. 
 In the cultural heritage, glass is mainly studied by elemental analyses to access 
the recipes/manufacturing techniques (major and minor elements) or provenance 
(trace elements from raw materials) [156]. The Raman spectrum is sensitive to major 
and minor element contents, and the sensitivity of the Raman bands to their 
surrounding environment allows the extracting of useful parameters that can assist in 
characterizing the glass composition. One such parameter is the polymerisation 
index (Ip) which is mainly related to the flux content, and thus relates to the melting 
temperature [83]. Further, the spectral decomposition of the Si–O stretching and 
bending band convolutions (Qn massif) and some easily identified values (such as 
the wavenumber of the maximum of the Qn massif) provide useful parameters for 
classifying glass with regards to the minor element contents [89]. 
 Raman spectroscopy is useful in predicting the stability of ancient and historic 
glass by recognizing its class of composition based on the wavenumber of the 
bending massif (around 550 cm-1), which is correlated with the SiO2 content, or the 
area ratio between some Qn bands (specifically the 950 and the 1040 cm-1 bands) 
and the number of non-bridging oxygens per silicon atom [262]. 
 When dealing with a particular kind of glass, various authors have provided 
specific methodologies for quantifying the content of some elements using Raman 
spectroscopy. Good correlations have been described between the lead content and 
Raman features of lead-based glass, as, for example the wavenumber shift of the 
band around 1070 cm-1, which is described for a wide range of lead content (up to 
20 mol%) [261]. For glass with varying iron content, correlations have been described 
between the bands centred around 980 and 1090 cm-1 (Q2/Q3 areas, respectively), 
and Fe2O3 amounts [13]. 
 In addition to artificial glass, Raman spectroscopy has also been used to study 
natural glass (obsidians), particularly to address the problematic issue of provenance 
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determination of obsidian artifacts. As all sources (volcano or volcanic event) should 
exhibit a specific elemental composition and may also be associated with a specific 
thermal history, the exploitation of specific Raman signatures provides clustering of 
the obsidian sources. Some exploratory studies using multivariate analysis (principal 
component analysis) of the whole spectrum [169], or of characteristic bands [17], 
demonstrate the possibility of determining obsidian provenance in specific 
geographic contexts such as the Pacific region and the western Mediterranean. 
 Compared to elemental analysis, the advantage of Raman spectroscopy to 
characterise glassy materials is being less sensitive to surface alteration when using 
a confocal setup, as the unaltered glass can be analysed through the weathered 
layers, thus easily providing microanalysis of well-defined sampled volumes. In fact, 
photons used in Raman spectroscopy can be accurately focused (more easily than 
X-rays) and the probed volume better defined and restricted thanks to the confocality 
of the optical systems. Laser ablation (as in laser ablation inductively coupled plasma 
mass spectrometry or in LIBS) also provides localised analyses, but involves micro-
destructive sampling that leaves behind a crater of a few tens of cubic microns. For 
studying thin, localised layers, such as heterogeneities in bulk glass (as effects of 
alteration) or glazes on ceramics (thin layers or small areas), Raman spectroscopy is 
not only an alternative to elemental analysis for obtaining the composition of the 
sample but exhibits unique capabilities. 
 In addition to being able to reveal glass and glaze composition, the structural 
features revealed by the Raman spectrum of glass also provide information on the 
thermal history of the glass. The manufacturing process of Roman panes has been 
determined by establishing calibration curves between the Raman stretching massif 
position (or the ratio between Q2 and Q3 bands) and the glass fictive temperature 
[252, 253]. By deducting the fictive temperature on both sides of a glass pane, it can 
be shown whether the glass was manufactured by blowing or casting. Apart from 
thermal analyses (thermo-gravimetric analysis, differential scanning calorimetry), 
Raman spectroscopy is, with IR spectroscopy and Brillouin scattering, the method of 
choice for revealing the links between the glass structure and its thermal history. 
Such studies related to glass structures can thus also reveal key parameters about 
the ancient processes and the know-how of glass makers. 
 
 4.6 Ceramics 
 A large part of very-high-temperature ceramic manufacturing induces the melting 
of clays and then produces glassy products, the study of which has been previously 
described. But Raman spectroscopy can also be used to study the mineralogy of the 
ceramic paste and decoration. The growing use of Raman micro-spectroscopy in this 
area is related to its spatial resolution, its non-invasive character, the selectivity of 
signatures, and its convenient implementation, which are particularly attractive for 
applications to ceramic objects [25, 58, 109, 227]. Studies of the pigments used for 
ceramic glazes in soft paste, hard paste and majolica ceramics have been the 
subjects of numerous articles and are extensively reviewed elsewhere [68, 84, 86, 
87, 90, 125, 258]. 
For the ceramic paste, the identification of mineral phases, especially in traces, offers 
a more detailed characterisation of the mineralogical assemblage, leading to the 
identification of the raw materials used, which can then contribute to illuminating 
clues about their provenance [204]. Additionally, the characterisation of the 
mineralogical composition reveals clues to the firing conditions (temperatures 
reached, firing atmosphere) to document the manufacturing process. However 
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Raman results often need to be integrated with other results (generally obtained by 
optical microscopy, electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, etc.) in order to support the 
interpretations and propose a comprehensive archaeometric description of the 
artifact. 
By recognizing specific mineralogical phases in (or close to) the slip/glaze, some 
ceramic firing characteristics can be revealed, for example correlating the oxidising 
conditions and the various possible iron phases (with their corresponding redox state) 
present in an artifact or sample. This is the case for a rare metastable polymorph of 
Fe2O3 (ε-Fe2O3) identified in the black glaze of Chinese ceramics [113] or magnetite 
and various features of the hematite spectrum characterised through the body and 
the gloss of Athenian pottery [75]. 
Looking at the evolution of the hematite spectrum with the firing temperature of terra 
sigillata, Leon et al. have highlighted that hematite from the slip carries in its spectral 
signatures a record of the temperature reached during firing. Diagrams involving 
ratios of the bands of hematite (680/415 vs. 680/620 cm-1) separate terra sigillata 
productions from southern Gaul and Italy because of the lower firing temperature 
reached by the latter [185]. 
This short review on glass and ceramic studies involving Raman spectroscopy 
underlines its increasing use in the field of archaeometry and the cultural heritage. 
Besides mineralogical fingerprinting, the extraction of parameters from the Raman 
spectrum can reveal some very informative parameters in relation to ancient 
technologies of production and/or the raw material used. This sensitivity of Raman 
spectroscopy to structural order makes this analytical technique a very powerful one 
to study artifacts from les arts du feu. 
 
5. Conclusions 
 The field of Raman spectroscopy in art and archaeology has experienced a 
massive and vital growth since its first application to illuminated manuscripts 
approximately three decades ago. Initially focused mostly on the identification of 
original constituent materials of works of art, it has evolved to include degradation 
and conservation products, and has experienced substantial improvements in its 
ability to accurately perform materials identification by benefitting from the use of 
advanced spectral and statistical treatments for enhanced spectral matching and 
attribution. Despite the many reviews available in the literature, this is the first time 
that an extensive coverage has been devoted to advanced spectral processing and 
the contributions of chemometrics to the furtherance of spectroscopic studies of 
works of art. In recent years, Raman spectroscopy is also increasingly being used to 
uncover structure-property relationships of artistic and archaeological materials at the 
microscale and to reconstruct ancient technologies. SERS is now an established tool 
in the analytical chemist’s toolkit, while new developments in SORS and wide-field 
imaging are to be expected. 
 It can be confidently said that Raman spectroscopy applications in the cultural 
heritage are continually pushing the envelope of the technique to impact every 
aspect of our knowledge of the “chaine operatoire” of art and archaeological artifacts: 
from manufacturing through use to degradation, burial (where applicable), collection, 
conservation and fruition. 
 The future of Raman spectroscopy in art and archaeology is still very bright: laser 
light bright. 
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